**Inspiring, enthusiastic, dedicated, and fully qualified native-English speaking teachers**
are always welcome to send in their application.
(Strong preference for EU passport holders)

All applications (with completed Personal Information Form) and/or enquiries concerning the positions can be sent directly to teach@educaide.nl. You also can call Willemijn van Oppen directly at +31 65 598 8998.

**Current Vacancies**

**At primary level:**

*Primary school teachers* (experience with either IPC or IBYP is preferred)

*3rd grade/year 4 teacher* per January 2016

**At middle school level:**

*5th grade/year 6 teacher* with specialisation Social Studies (Master degree preferred)
(maternity cover per December)

**At secondary level:**

*Teacher of Chemistry* (Master degree preferred)

*Teacher of English* (Master degree preferred)

*Teacher of Geography* (Master degree preferred)

*Teacher of Mathematics* (maternity cover per April; (Master degree preferred))